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Mastering the elements

At the Verhoeven Bakery Equipment Family, 
we have developed in-depth and specialised 
knowledge of the baking process and leading 
expertise in the effects of Vacuum technology. 
This has helped us create highly advanced 
Vacuum cooling and baking solutions. The 
alignment of baking knowledge, technology 
leadership and technical excellence allows 
our customers to master the elements while 
creating the best  bakery products.
 
Buying a helicopter does not make you a good 
pilot. Without the basic knowledge of the do’s 
and don’t’s, and the handling adapted to your 
specific product requirements, the operation of 
a vacuum machine simply cannot give you the 
results you expect. In order to fully enjoy the         
advantages that vacuum technology can offer 
you, insights into the technique and technology 
are of the utmost importance. Our team of ex-
perts is pleased to share their experience with 
you. 

Are you interested in learning more about the 
Vacuum Cooling & Baking Academy? Then   
contact us at info@vacuumcooling.com and we 
will send you the Academy documentation.
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5 Foreword

SPECIAL EVENT PARTNERSHIP

8 Tortilla Industry Association (TIA)
Baking Europe is honoured to have 
been accepted as event partner with 
the Tortilla Industry Association event 
in Belgrade, Serbia on the 14th and 
15th September 2021. Find out more 
about this booming industry, go our 
www.bakingeurope.com home page 
and click on the TIA banner to register.

For an insight on the industry go to 
page 8 to see their article in this issue
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Newly appointed Grocery Codes 
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A brief introduction to Mark White 
detailing some encouraging results 
for the work carried out thus far by 
the GCA.
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You decide but read this article first 
for an update on new EU labelling rules.
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experiment
Getting the colour right can affect 
perceived flavour – this new VR 
experiment could be as important as 
allocating the product’s name (see 
article from Oxford University in 
this issue).

52 FOOD FOR THOUGHT
What’s in a (food product) name?
If customers can’t pronounce it or 
doesn’t make them salivate alive, then 
it’s probably wrong. Check out the 
‘sound’ advice from Professor Charles 
Spence, Oxford University.
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 Perfectly  
coordinated processes 

with DIOSNA pre-dough  
solutions and DIOSNA  

systems for dough  
development 

DIOSNA.COM
BETTER FOR DOUGH

DIOSNA Wendel Mixer

For dough at its best
DIOSNA Wendel Mixers enjoy worldwide recognition 
for their excellent production of dough on a large scale. 
Extremely gentle kneading allows the processing of 
sensitive ingredients. Wendel Mixers are available in 
various sizes and as hygienic design version for your 
individual production processes. 

DIOSNA is the world‘s leading specialist for pre-dough 
and dough production equipment. Our machines in 
cooperation with innovative biotechnology ensure the 
best results in the food industry. 

Quality made in Germany since 1885

• Ideal for all types of dough, masses and bars
• Gentle dough and ingredient processing
• Extremely efficient kneading
• Linear transport system and hygienic design
• Capacity up to 600 kg/batch at DY 150

https://www.diosna.com
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ood strong positive 
thinking” were the words 
sung by Morecombe and 
Wise, the comedy duo 

loved the world over, words that in 
these difficult (but improving) times 
echoed in my head during a recent 
visit to Eric Morecombe’s memorial in 
the UK town of the same name, whilst 
on a “staycation” a few weeks’ ago. 
Whether wishful thinking or otherwise, 
it is evident that the seminal effect of 
this song would fuel the minds of the 
innovative researchers some of whom 
have submitted their papers for this 
issue and to whom I say “thank you”.

Whilst the disparate projects covered 
in this issue, or should I uncovered, 
will fascinate, delight and perhaps 
entertain, there are still strong hints of 
the desire for sustainability, clean and 
healthy eating as well as the 
underlying threat to food supply due 
to climate change. 

Swiftly to the positive thinking, 

therefore, Tortillas – a well known 
product enjoyed by millions, now 
increasing in popularity across 
Europe. We have partnered with The 
Tortilla Industry Association (TIA) in 
the USA to help them promote their 
European conference in Belgrade, 
Serbia in September 2021 (Page 8). 
Then we look at new blockchain 
system devised in Italy (Unica) to 
tighten up and control supply chain 
issues. On the ingredients front 
Campden BRI explores nutritional 
benefits of sprouted wheat (page 26) 
and how to use it safely.

We also cover forgotten edibles 
(University West London), food 
additive dangers (Monash University 
Australia) and colourings right 
through to designing the right name 
for your food product (Oxford University). 

Enjoy the issue.

Graham Pendred
Publisher
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Welcome to the Summer 2021 edition of Baking Europe journal.

WELCOME

Graham Pendred
Publisher & Editor
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“Tortillas are the fastest growing sector of the 
entire baking industry world-wide.”

USA tortilla market size
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he earliest evidence of people 
using fire to cook food is from the 
Neanderthal/Homo Sapiens 
intersection about 75,000 years’ 

ago. Flour milled from different grains 
and mixed with water, then baked on 
a fire-heated rock were the first 
flatbreads and have remained a staple 
for much of humanity over the past 
5,000 years. In fact, the most ancient 
original bread known to humans is 
flat bread.

In the Middle East this evolved into 
Pita and Lavash, in India, naan or 
chapatti; in China, they call it po bin; 
the North American First Nations 
made johnnycake; the Norwegians, 
flattbrod; in Ethiopia, injera; among 
the ancient Israelites, it was matzoh. 

But in Meso-America, what today is 
Mexico, corn was the principal grain. 
So, the peoples of that region 
developed a process for cooking corn 
with water and lime producing a 
mash called Nixtamal, draining and 
shaping it into doughballs that were 
then flattened and baked on a flat 
heated metal griddle called a Comal. 
The Aztecs and other speakers of the 
Nahuatl language in the region called 
this flatbread Tlaxcall, and its use has 
been documented at least as far back 
as 500 BC. 

When explorers from Spain reached 
the region and encountered many 
new things there, this yellow flat 
disc-shaped food reminded them of 
something from back home they 
called “Tortilla”, which was also round 
yellow and rather flat, so they gave it 
the same name even though their 
own version was basically an omelette 
made with eggs with potatoes and 
onions mixed in. As the language and 

culture of the Spanish conquerors 
ended up prevailing over these lands, 
so did the name Tortilla for this 
flatbread.   

Today, flatbreads taken together 
worldwide make up the largest total 
block in consumption of all bread 
products. And Tortillas are the fastest 
growing sector of the entire baking 
industry world-wide. The traditional 
corn tortilla was soon joined by a 

version made from wheat flour whose 
popularity skyrocketed over the years 
to the point where at least in the US, 
we see about a 50/50 market split 
between corn and flour tortillas. This 
varies by country – in most of Europe, 
flour tortillas have a very large 
majority of market share compared to 
corn, except in Italy where it’s the 
inverse and corn dominates. As to the 
cradle of tortillas, Mexico, the market 

there is stable and saturated with a 
near even split between corn and 
flour. Manufacturing there is carried 
out by a large number of very small 
manufacturers rather than being 
aggregated in the hands of a limited 
number of very large ones. 

TIA tracks all products that start life as 
tortillas, for example, tortilla chips and 
tacos which are made from tortilla dough 
which is then fried or baked to crispness. 

Whilst the flavours may be different 
the remarkably the cooking methods 
remained similar for a long time 
afterwards. But due to modern 
society’s increasingly complex dietary 
preferences and regulatory demands, 
there has been an explosion in the 
variety of flatbread types, baking 
methods, ingredients and formulation.   

These complexities have created 
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tremendous and growing challenges 
for all who seek to produce flatbreads 
commercially. The need for 
manufacturers to join forces, 
exchange information, share best 
practices and learn the latest in 
formulation advances and regulatory 
requirements, gave birth to the Tortilla 
Industry Association, or TIA in the 
west coast of the United States in 
1989. Founded as a non-profit 
organisation, it began holding an 
Annual Convention in the US which 
featured a combination of an Expo 
hall, Education sessions, and 
networking social events. Soon, the 
thirst for knowledge among industry 
companies compelled TIA to launch a 
2nd event per year, its TIA Technical 
Conference which focuses on 
educational sessions plus a day of 
factory tours where attendees can 
see first-hand how other companies 
in the industry operate.   

Originally, Tortilla production and 
consumption in the US was largely 
concentrated in a geographic arc 
from California down to Texas. In the 

1990s, however, explosive growth in 
the order of 9%-12% annually saw the 
tortilla markets move farther afield as 
far as the Chicago, New York, Florida 
and Atlanta areas which have also 
since become major hubs that rivalled 
the traditional points of origin. 

TIA’s market data and research show 
that the US market for all tortilla 
products reached a sales volume of 
US$17 billion in 2018 and experienced 
a sharp increase in growth during the 
pandemic lockdown when more 
people stayed home and ate there. 

Getting accurate data for the tortilla 
market from tradition sources is 
challenging and often largely wrong. 
You may have seen some market data 
vendors mention smaller figures for 
tortillas. This is because they focus 
only on retail sales of tortillas 
themselves, during which their bar 
codes are scanned at point of sale 
but which crucially leave out the 
following:

• All tortillas integrated into other 

products (e.g., frozen dinners, 
bringing them into a different 
category)

• All product starting life as a tortilla 
but processed into a different 
category (the huge chips market, 
tacos, tostadas, etc., tortilla chips 
are treated like potato chips as 
snacks which is a different 
category)

• All tortillas sold through or 
made inside the country’s 
80,000+ Mexican restaurants

• All tortillas made for fast food 
chains (McDonald’s wraps, Taco 
Bell, Chipotle, etc., the total 
markets of which are vast)

• All tortillas made fresh within retail 
stores, Hispanic chains, family-
owned mercados, etc. (44,000 
stores in the US alone)

• All tortillas made for institutional 
channels (primary schools, 
universities, hospitals, prisons, 
military bases, cafeterias, etc.)

TIA, on the other hand, collects data 
for and from all its member sources 
and integrates them for a more 
accurate picture of the overall market.  

Two factors fueled this rapid growth: 
Demographic and non-demographic 
forces. On the demographic level, the 
US at that time began reaching a 
critical mass of population growth 
among Hispanic Americans, due to 
both immigration rates and birth rates 
for whom tortillas were a beloved 
comfort-food whose consumption of 
same was a matter of tradition and 
habit. But this alone would not 
account for the continuing 
acceleration of growth. This is where 
the non-demographic forces add fuel 
to the fire, and whose relevance is 
more applicable than the 
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demographics of the growth of the 
industry occurring in the markets of 
Europe Australia/New Zealand, the 
Middle East and elsewhere around 
the world. 

Specifically, in the past two decades a 
confluence of three factors resulted 
fortuitous boost in the tortilla market: 
the intensifying of consumer interest 
in healthier eating habits, a broader 
variety of formulations and a greater 
complexity of regulations. Thereafter, 
Tortillas, soon became a much 
sought-after food for those desiring 
healthier eating including low-carb, 
organic, non-GMO, clean-label and 
similar attributes. At the same time, 
new types of tortillas started to 
become available such as Kosher and 
gluten-free thus attracting even more 
consumers. Finally, increasing 
government regulations added 
complexity to the production process 
as well as labelling disclosures that 
made it even more necessary for the 
industry to band together to share the 
latest knowledge and best practices. 

Increased demand also meant 
increased competition. This in turn 
spurred innovation in manufacturing 
processes, equipment and additives 
among tortilla manufacturers and 
their suppliers. So, if one wonders 
what could possibly be new with a 
3,000-year-old product, spending a 
day or two at a TIA conference would 
be quite an eye-opener! 

Just as tortillas expanded across the 
US, they have also been expanding 
worldwide. In response to demand by 

TIA’s member companies in Europe, 
therefore, TIA launched a new event, 
its TIA Europe Conference in 2017. 
The popularity of this event has 
grown as word was spread to 
colleagues and friends by each year’s 
attendees. Topics for the educational 
sessions for this event as with all other 
TIA events, are selected based on 
surveying TIA’s e-mail list of over 
6,000 tortilla professionals world-
wide and seeing what issues concern 
them the most. The survey results are 
tallied and ranked, then TIA identifies 
leading experts for each topic and 
invites them to come and give 
presentations at the conference. 

As TIA members increasingly 
participated in other baking industry 
events, it became clear that a great 
deal of similarity exists between 
tortillas and other flatbreads with 
regards to production methods, 
processing equipment, ingredients, 
and regulatory challenges. 
Consequently, in 2019 TIA launched a 
sister organisation called the 
International Flatbreads Federation 
(IFF). Its activities are co-located with 
TIA events with membership in either 
being reciprocal. The goals of IFF are 
to assist flatbread manufacturing 
companies become more successful, 
give their executives an opportunity 
to serve on its advisory board and to 
assist those seeking to explore 
expansion into tortilla production. 

Participants in TIA Europe are 
surveyed after each event with over 
80% rating their educational sessions 
as either “Excellent” or “Very Good” 

and over 70% of return to the 
following year’s conference. Location 
of the TIA Europe conference rotates 
around various destinations, with this 
year’s event scheduled in Belgrade 
Serbia on the 14-15th September 2021 
at the Crowne Plaza hotel. Classroom 
sessions will fill a day and half, with a 
cocktail reception in the first evening 
featuring commercial tabletop exhibits 
by various vendors. Subsequently, a 
field trip will be the order of business 
for the second half of day two. On this 
field trip, attendees will tour a tortilla 
manufacturing factory, a dry 
ingredients factory and visit a 
processing equipment facility. 
Registration fees include all classroom 
sessions, bus transportation to the 
factories, lunch and dinner, continental 
breakfast and cocktails. Discounts will 
be available to those registering before 
1st August and the Crowne Plaza has 
agreed to give a special discounted 
rate to TIA attendees. 

To learn more about this conference, 
the educational agenda, or 
commercial opportunities for 
promoting your company to 
conference attendees, please visit 
www.tortilla-info.com or contact 
TIA’s president Jim Kabbani on 
jkabbani@tortilla-info.com

FOR MORE INFORMATION →

Your bread deserves a 
Rademaker system

Ask for a demo:

Premium dough quality

Best weight accuracy

Efficient production process

High flexibility

Specialists in food processing equipment

www.rademaker.cominfo@rademaker.com +31 345 543 543

“The TIA Europe conference rotates around 
various destinations, with this year’s event 
scheduled in Belgrade Serbia on the 14-15th 
September 2021.”

http://www.bakingeurope.com
http://www.tortilla-info.com
mailto:jkabbani@tortilla-info.com
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 New Vacuum Cooling & Baking Academy opens in September 2021

 BETTER PERFORMANCE
 WITHOUT PRESSURE

he application of vacuum 
technology in the bakery 
production process has much more 
to offer than is often assumed. The 

Vacuum Cooling & Baking Academy 
wants its participants to experience 
this technology in a series of two-day 
master classes starting this autumn. 
After the vacuum cooling technique 
was once used for the rapid re-
cooling of ‘fresh’ products such as 
flowers, vegetables and turf, where 
the main effect was to increase their 
shelf life, it eventually made its 
appearance in the bakery market. In 
contrast to the method used for the 
aforementioned product categories, 
the technology was not only used for 

rapid cooling after baking, but earlier 
– during the baking process – 
enabling more optimal control of the 
end product to be created. This 
integration is unique in the vacuum 
cooling sector and reason enough to 
extend the international term Vacuum 
Cooling to Vacuum Cooling & Baking.

Pandora’s box
By lowering the air pressure via a 
curve specific to the product, the 
boiling point is lowered to just a few 
degrees. This creates an integration of 
the cooking and cooling processes, as 
it were, and offers optimum control to 
produce a perfect production. For 
example, stability, volume, moisture 

distribution as well as the crust and 
crumb structure can be controlled 
with the contamination period being 
minimised. The result of a product 
after the expert application of Vacuum 
Cooling & Baking? A better product in 
many ways, with a longer shelf life in a 
shorter production time. It sounds like 
Pandora’s box, but the optimal result 
requires insight into the influencing 
factors that determine the result.

Third Dimension
With the launch of the Vacuum 
Cooling & Baking Academy in 
September of this year, the 
organisation wants to provide more 
insight into the ‘third dimension’ of 

Written by:

Patrick Duss

Mr. Vacuum

“The third dimension is added by technological 
knowledge of the vacuum process.”

http://www.bakingeurope.com
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 New Vacuum Cooling & Baking Academy opens in September 2021

 BETTER PERFORMANCE
 WITHOUT PRESSURE

this technology and thus dispelling 
many of the existing prejudices and 
misunderstandings regarding its 
application in the bakery. It can be 
likened to an iceberg; what can be 
seen at first sight only represents a 

small part of what is really going on 
under the surface. ‘Optimal results 
require not only an understanding of 
the baking process but also the 
application of a sophisticated 
curve-control technique. The third 
dimension is added by technological 
knowledge of the vacuum process. 
Thus, there is not only vacuum 
cooling, but also vacuum baking, 
which, if all elements are carefully 
coordinated, leads to astounding 
advantages and product 
improvements.

Sharing specialist knowledge
The Verhoeven Bakery Equipment 
Family, organiser of this Academy, has 
specialists in all three segments who 
are keen to share their knowledge 
with interested parties from the 
bakery sector. With more than half a 
century of experience in machine 
construction and the logistics of 
production processes and several 
decades of specialisation in the 
bakery business, master bakers and 
engineers have worked on numerous, 
innovative customised solutions for 

“There is not only vacuum 
cooling, but also vacuum baking.”

The Vacuum Cooling & Baking plants: VACTORR A (Test Unit) and 
VACTORR B (Batch Production Unit)

http://www.bakingeurope.com
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bakeries all over the world. The 
specialist divisions BVT and Newcap 
form the family, together with the 
packaging specialist Bakepack and 
Vacuum Cooling & Baking Solutions. 
BVT, fully named BVT Dough Process 
Solutions, specialises in the 

development and production of 
customised laminating and dough 
band processing lines. The sister 
company Newcap Industrial Handling 
Solutions, focuses, as the name 
suggests, on the development and 
production of customised handling 

solutions for the bakery industry. 
Finally, Bakepack integrates 
packaging solutions into the total 
production line, offering innovative, 
sustainable solutions that support the 
total production process.  With the 
arrival of several international 
specialists, including the renowned 
Swiss vacuum cooling pioneer Patrick 
Duss, who is also known as “Mr. 
Vacuum”, a speciality has been built 
up over the past few years that has 
made the company the world market 
leader for Vacuum Cooling & Baking 
in the bakery sector. 

Worldwide, the Verhoeven Bakery 
Equipment Family has been able to 
add and integrate its specialised 
knowledge and technology into large 
industrial bakeries, as well as at in 
artisan bakeries. 

The broad experience and intense 
collaboration between the bakery 
specialists and the engineers, has 
given the company a strong growth 
impulse over the years. By adding the 
knowledge of vacuum technology to 
these specialisations, the 
aforementioned third dimension has 

Difference in results between conventional and Vacuum Cooling 
& Baking production

Due to the extremely short cooling time, bacteria have no 
opportunity to develop

BAKINGEUROPE Summer 2021
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been created ballooning the 
company’s image as an innovative 
frontrunner. 

During the Academy sessions, all the 
important elements will be 
considered and, during a number of 
workshops, the participants will be 
able to experience for themselves 
how Vacuum Cooling & Baking 
contributes to a qualitative 
improvement of the field. 

The participants receive a 
comprehensive syllabus of the 
material covered and are given 
answers to questions, such as:

• How does Vacuum Cooling & 
Baking work? What is needed and 
what are the benefits? How are the 
machines developed and what 
requirements do they have to 
meet?

• What is needed to work 
qualitatively and safely and achieve 
the best results?

• With which products do I achieve 
desired results with this 
technology?

• What economic advantages do I 
gain by integrating Vacuum 
Cooling & Baking? 

Photo credits: Verhoeven Family of 
Companies or Vacuum Cooling & 
Baking Solutions.

Verhoeven Family of Companies B.V.
Parallelweg 13  5349 AD Oss
The Netherlands
Tel: +31 (0) 412 630545
Email: ekoopmans@verhoevenfamily.com

FOR MORE INFORMATION →

Vacuum technology: wandering in space?

Vacuum Cooling & Baking Academy

The concept of a vacuum is certainly not new. Physical experiments with the phenomenon were 
carried out centuries’ ago. The application in daily use, in science, healthcare and industry has 
been given an extra boost by space travel and its resulting research. The application of vacuum 
technology to the baking process has some similarities with space travel. When, after the 
launch of the rocket - which involves a great deal of energy and heat – the spacecraft leaves the 
atmosphere and enters an environment without gravity, all the laws change. Enormous speeds 
can be achieved, but without guidance and direction it would become adrift in space. When 
the baking process has started and, after heating, the products are brought into an environment 
where the air pressure is removed, the comparison with the launch of such a spacecraft 
comes to mind. Here, too, many of the principles of traditional baking production change. If 
the vacuum system takes over control from the oven during the baking process, the optimum 
end product can be created. Volume, moisture and stability are precisely controlled during an 
accelerated cooling process. But here too, as in space, the same applies: provided the right 
route is followed and the equipment is controlled with knowledge.

Readers may be reassured that you will not need space suits!

In 2021, 3 two-day master classes are planned on the following dates:

Thursday 23 / Friday 24 September

Thursday 7/ Friday 8 October

Thursday 25 / 26 November

Interested parties can request more information or register for one of the Master Classes via 
info@vacuumcooling.com.

The Vacuum Cooling & Baking Academy comprises a full two-day programme including meals 
and overnight stays. The master classes take place in the Academy Room and Tasting Bakery of 
Verhoeven Bakery Equipment Family, Parallelweg 13, 5349 AD Oss

Knowledge as a basis for the Academy is supported by the family members:

Verhoeven Bakery Equipment Family, (bakery branch of Verhoeven Family of Companies)

BVT Dough Process Solutions

Newcap Industrial Handling Solutions

Vacuum Cooling & Baking Solutions

Bakepack End of Line Solutions

http://www.bakingeurope.com
mailto:ekoopmans@verhoevenfamily.com
mailto:info@vacuumcooling.com
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A BLOCKCHAIN-BASED TRACEABILITY 
SYSTEM IN AGRI-FOOD SME
Case study of a traditional bakery

epartment of mathematics 
and computer science and 
department of electrical 
and electronic engineering 

researchers, at University of Cagliari, 
(Italy), recently published an article 
about a blockchain based system for 
the supply chain management of a 
particular Italian bread, the Carasau 
bread, a traditional Sardinian bread 
obtained from re-milled semolina of 
durum wheat grown exclusively in 
Sardinia itself. The goal of the 
proposed system was to guarantee 
transparent and auditable, traceability 
of Carasau bread where each 
member of the supply chain can 
verify the quality of the products and 
their conformity to the hygienic-
sanitary conditions along the chain. 
To develop this system, they relied on 
the blockchain and the Internet of 

Things (IOT) technologies in order to 
provide a trustless environment, in 
which trust is placed in cryptography, 
mathematical operations and the 
network, but neither in public nor 
private companies. Thanks to the use 
of digital technologies the system 
aims to reduce data entry errors and 
the risk of tampering.

Blockchain technology is a new 
paradigm for a distributed, 
decentralised, immutable ledger 
database that in the last few years 
attracted the attention of several 
researchers and companies due to 
the benefits that it could provide over 
existing solutions and for multiple 
fields and applications. Among the 
various benefits, blockchain 
technology can assure this 
immutability and integrity of data 

without the need of a third trusted 
party whilst being perfectly suited to 
solve problems in sectors in which 
numerous untrusted users have to 
operate or work together. 

One of such sectors is represented by 
the agri-food industry. Controlling 
product quality and its conformity to 
current food industry regulations 
throughout its supply chain, is 
currently a major challenge, 
especially when it comes to typical 
food products, i.e., those closely 
linked to their territory. 

Unlike supply chains of other 
industries, the quality of products 
along the agri-food chain can change 
continuously anywhere along the line, 
from raw material suppliers or 
growers right through to consumer 

Written by:

Lorena Mariani, Matteo B. Lodi, Andrea Melis and Marco Simone

Luisanna Cocco Katiuscia Mannaro Roberto Tonelli Alessandro Fanti 

University of Cagliari

http://www.bakingeurope.com
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A BLOCKCHAIN-BASED TRACEABILITY 
SYSTEM IN AGRI-FOOD SME
Case study of a traditional bakery

point of sale. With the lack of 
digitisation, the agri-food industry 
has, to date, typically stored records, 
documentation on important subjects 
such as provenance and food 
properties on paper and/or in private 
databases which can only be 
inspected by trusted third-party 
authorities.

The International Standards 
Organization by the ISO 8402:1994 
Standard defines product quality as 
“the totality of features and 
characteristics of a product or 
service that bear on its ability to 
satisfy stated or implied needs 
revolving around customer”.

Regulation (EC) n. 178/2002 of the 

European Parliament established  
a mandatory traceability system  
for food safety in 2005 to allow  
the authority in charge to  
intervene throughout the supply 
chain to identify and eliminate  
food hazards.

The introduction of a documented 
traceability system makes all 
companies responsible for the entire 
supply chain in compliance with 
regulations to protect the 
characteristics of food products.

In the light of these considerations, 
the main purpose of the proposed 
system is to ensure transparency and 
auditable traceability of a specific 
agri-food supply chain.

Thanks to the use of the blockchain 
and the Internet of Things (IoT) 
technologies, such as radio frequency 
identification (RFID) and near field 
communication (NFC) in the 
proposed system, the information 
provided by a specific participant/
sensor in the chain can be ascribed 
directly to him/it, and cannot be 
deleted or tampered with. At the 
same time data entering and exiting 
from each supply chain’s node, can 
demonstrate the quality of all the 
intermediate products and the 
conditions in which each member 
operates along the chain. 

Each chain member can verify the 
quality of the batches/products along 
it and be able to assure their safety, 
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that will not cause harm to the 
consumer and that they are suitable 
for consumption. 

In addition, since effective hygiene 
control is essential to avoid negative 
health consequences, the system 
enables members to verify the 
conformity to good hygiene 
practices, they being the basic 
conditions to maintain a hygienic 
environment and to comply with 
HACCP requirements.

The following main segments of the 
Carasau bread supply chain were 
taken into account during this project: 
seed sector, production and 
commercialisation of grain, milling, 
baking, distribution and consumption.

The following seven types of 

establishment involved were also 
considered, namely: authorities 
(specific regional Sardinian bodies), 
providers, farmers, milling industries, 
bakery industries, distributors, 
retailers and consumers.

The salient points that describe the 
proposed system can be set out as 
follows:

• The seed producer stores  
technical information of his  
product (seeds) and data on its 
sales document.

• The farmer stores data on the 
purchases of raw materials (seed), 
amount as well as sales technical 
information about the harvested 
grain, plus, for example data on 
irrigation, fertilisers.

• The farmer transfers ownership of 
his product, the durum wheat, to 
the distributor in order to deliver 
the product to the milling industry 
and stores technical documentation 
of same.

• The milling industry system stores 
details of goods inwards (grain/
durum wheat batches) from 
distributors including data on its 
production of flour (outgoing 
re-milled semolina/flour batches). 
The system of this industry also 
records information on hygienic-
sanitary conditions in which it 
works including a record of the 
temperature and humidity in its 
storage rooms.

• The milling industry transfers the 
ownership of its product, the flour, 

Your bread deserves a 
Rademaker system

Ask for a demo:

Premium dough quality

Best weight accuracy

Efficient production process

High flexibility

Specialists in food processing equipment

www.rademaker.cominfo@rademaker.com +31 345 543 543

mailto:info@rademaker.com
http://www.rademaker.com
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to the distributor in order to deliver it to the bakery.

• The bakery system stores details on goods inwards 
(incoming re-milled semolina batches) from 
distributors and data concerning its production of 
bread (outgoing bread batches). In addition, as the 
milling industry system does, it records information 
about hygienic-sanitary conditions in which it 
works as well as the temperature and humidity in its 
storage rooms.

• The bakery system transfers the ownership of its 
outgoing batches, the Carasau bread, to the 
distributor in order to deliver them to the retailer for 
the sale.

• The distributor records information about hygienic-
sanitary conditions, temperature and humidity 
throughout the various stages of his operation.

• The participant, via a user-friendly app, can retrieve 
data on the bread purchased and can trace and 
verify each step along the supply chain.  

• All members/systems record information to that is 
made available to other members in the chain by 
using pdf and jpeg files. Therefore, at precise and 
pre-defined time intervals, data coming from 
sensors and optical cameras are automatically 
obtained in order to obtain the appropriate files.

A regulatory authority manages and controls all input 
and output of data and information exchange taking 
place across the entire system whilst performing 
inspections to verify conformity. Inspections carried 
out of the data stored, can be viewed by all users on 
the relevant nodes of the chain.

The Carasau supply chain in detail
The proposed system for the Carasau supply chain 
was conceived as a chain of nodes from which 
batches/products enter and exit, so that along the 
supply chain there are nodes equipped with sensors 
for the monitoring of temperature and humidity as 
well as the presence of mycotoxins, chemical 
residues, or ash in the wheat, flour and bread and 
nodes equipped with optical cameras for monitoring 
the storage points and the working practices. Every 
sensor is connected to a WiFi network and/or to a 
router in a local connection.

Each node directly communicates its data to a 

www.mhs-schneidetechnik.de

IS YOUR CUTTING 
ALREADY PREMIUM?

Watch the video on YouTube!

MHS PREMIUM TOUCH

WITH TOUCHSCREEN DISPLAY 
AND CUSTOMISED FRONT DECORATION

http://www.bakingeurope.com
http://www.mhs-schneidetechnik.de
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Raspberry Pi, a processing unit that 
can store, modify and transmit data to 
an external database and Ethereum 
Blockchain. Due to the significant 
costs and limits of the on-chain 
storage, a distributed external 
database, specifically the Inter 
Planetary File System (IPFS), was 
used to store data coming from all 
nodes along the supply chain. This 
external database was used to store 
documents and only the hash code of 
the documents returned by the IPFS 
and the URL in which the documents 
reside, were stored in the blockchain. 

The proposed system also 
implements the logic that allows 
participants to retrieve information on 
batches/products in the chain 
through ad-hoc-designed RFID and 
near field communication tags. This 
allows consumers and every 
participant in the supply chain, 

access to a transparent view of the 
whole journey from raw material to 
the purchased, final product and a 
supervisory authority to perform 
online inspections on the products’ 
quality and on the good working 
practices.

The requirement for such a system 
stems from the need to show the 
applicability of the blockchain 
technology in combination with 
others such as IPFS, RFID and NFC 
tags and to, assure agri-food product 
quality by improving the 
management of a large quantity of 
data and by relating all members 
along the supply chain, from field to 
table, in a secure, transparent, 
distributed way. The system was 
designed for a typical Sardinian bread 
supply chain, however, it can easily 
be adapted to general agri-food 
supply chains. 

Luisanna Cocco
University of Cagliari
Italy
Email: cocco@unica.it

FOR MORE INFORMATION →

Figure 1. Schematic description of the Carasau manufacturing process, highlighting the IoT devices 
that participate to the proposed blockchain system. Wireless Sensors Network (WSN): Environmental 
nodes (S1, S2) for acquiring temperature, relative humidity, gas concentration, pressure data; 
Production line nodes (E1, E2, E3) for the kinematic parameters of the machinery; Morphological 
bread analysis nodes (C1, C2). Near Field Communication (NFC) tag for product tracking. Radio 
Frequency Identification (RFID) antenna for the logistic operations related to the shipping.
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Raspberry Pi, a processing unit that 
can store, modify and transmit data to 
an external database and Ethereum 
Blockchain. Due to the significant 
costs and limits of the on-chain 
storage, a distributed external 
database, specifically the Inter 
Planetary File System (IPFS), was 
used to store data coming from all 
nodes along the supply chain. This 
external database was used to store 
documents and only the hash code of 
the documents returned by the IPFS 
and the URL in which the documents 
reside, were stored in the blockchain. 

The proposed system also 
implements the logic that allows 
participants to retrieve information on 
batches/products in the chain 
through ad-hoc-designed RFID and 
near field communication tags. This 
allows consumers and every 
participant in the supply chain, 

access to a transparent view of the 
whole journey from raw material to 
the purchased, final product and a 
supervisory authority to perform 
online inspections on the products’ 
quality and on the good working 
practices.

The requirement for such a system 
stems from the need to show the 
applicability of the blockchain 
technology in combination with 
others such as IPFS, RFID and NFC 
tags and to, assure agri-food product 
quality by improving the 
management of a large quantity of 
data and by relating all members 
along the supply chain, from field to 
table, in a secure, transparent, 
distributed way. The system was 
designed for a typical Sardinian bread 
supply chain, however, it can easily 
be adapted to general agri-food 
supply chains. 

Luisanna Cocco
University of Cagliari
Italy
Email: cocco@unica.it

FOR MORE INFORMATION →

Figure 1. Schematic description of the Carasau manufacturing process, highlighting the IoT devices 
that participate to the proposed blockchain system. Wireless Sensors Network (WSN): Environmental 
nodes (S1, S2) for acquiring temperature, relative humidity, gas concentration, pressure data; 
Production line nodes (E1, E2, E3) for the kinematic parameters of the machinery; Morphological 
bread analysis nodes (C1, C2). Near Field Communication (NFC) tag for product tracking. Radio 
Frequency Identification (RFID) antenna for the logistic operations related to the shipping.

Mark White
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am writing this article one year on 
from when I was announced as the 
new Groceries Code Adjudicator to 
succeed Christine Tacon; I’m 

delighted to report to readers of 
Baking Europe what has been 
achieved so far.

Before becoming GCA I was the 
deputy GCA for three months. This 
gave me an early introduction to the 
issues and helped me identify my 
priorities. I also saw at first hand the 
progress that had been made since 
the Groceries Supply Code of 
Practice was introduced in 2009 and 
I pay tribute to the way in which 
Christine achieved real change in the 
sector during her time as GCA. 

When I stepped into the role fully in 
October 2020, I wanted early 
information on how the sector was 
behaving, particularly given the 
challenges of Covid-19 and Brexit so I 
commissioned the annual GCA 
survey slightly earlier than in previous 
years.

I was really amazed and gratified by 

the scale of the response. At 2,598 
responses the total was 60% higher 
than the number completing last 
year’s – itself a record number. The 
total included 2,398 responses from 
direct suppliers and more suppliers 
based outside the UK responded than 
ever before. Producers of bakery 
products were among the ambient 
category which made up around 50% 
of respondents.

Thanks to such a high level of support 
and the frankness of the answers and 
comments, I have an extremely 
comprehensive view of the sector, 
how the retailers are performing and 
the issues of concern, particularly as 
they affected suppliers in the first two 
months of the year. 

The 2021 survey demonstrates 
continuing improvement in the 
relationship between retailers and 
suppliers with the number of suppliers 
reporting having experienced 
Code-related issues down to 29% - 
the lowest ever. (Figure 1) Such a 
result is particularly encouraging 
given the challenges of the past year 

and the large rise in the number of 
responses. It demonstrates how far 
the sector has come since 2014 when 
eight out of ten suppliers reported 
experiencing issues in the first GCA 
survey and is testimony to the Code’s 
positive influence.

In addition, suppliers reported a fall in 
all issues covered by the Code with 
one exception. When described in 
supplier language only requests for 
lump sum payments relating to better 
positioning in a retailer’s virtual store 
(not in relation to a promotion) 
increased as a concern – by 1%.

As in previous years, suppliers were 
asked to give an overall assessment of 
how they believe each retailer 
complies with the Code so I have a 
clear measure to benchmark 
progress. Every year since 2014, 
when the percentage range for 
mostly or consistently complying with 
the Code was between 58% and 
90%, the survey has shown marked 
improvement. 

In 2021 suppliers see more retailers 

80%
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50%
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Figure 1: Suppliers that experienced any code‑related issue in the past year

Source: GCA annual surveys 2014 – 2021
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performing at high levels. It really is 
now extremely tight at the top with 
more than half the retailers scoring 
95% or more (compared with one in 
2020). Iceland was the sole performer 
below 90% but on the positive side 
they rose 5% in the year to 86%.

For the first time in the history of the 
survey there is a new name at the top 
of the table. Sainsbury’s scored an 
all-time high of 98%, but close behind 
were Co-op and Aldi – table leader 
for the past seven years – on 97%. 
(Figure 3.)

Clearly, these results are a snapshot in 
time and reflect issues on suppliers’ 
minds at that moment. (Figure 4). I 
recognise concerns have been 
growing among some suppliers about 
the range reviews being carried out 
by some retailers as Covid restrictions 
ease. As the GCA I will pursue issues 
whenever I hear about them 
regardless of whether they have 
emerged in the survey window. So, it 
is important for me to hear from 
suppliers – both UK-based and 
overseas, whenever they have a 
concern.

Building trust has been an important 
focus for from my first days in the role 
and I have taken action to respond to 
concerns that raising issues might 
lead to retaliation. For suppliers with 
any concerns about confidentiality I 
have launched a platform hosted by a 
third party called “Tell the GCA” so 
suppliers can provide information to 
me anonymously if they wish to. The 
platform is available 24/7 and is 
multilingual.

Suppliers who log on to 
www.tellthegca.co.uk will find a 
simple form that asks them to 
describe their Code-related concern, 
the retailer or retailers to which it 
applies and the date of the event in 
question. They can choose whether 
to remain anonymous or provide 
personal details. They can also 
continue to correspond with me via a 
secure post box that protects their 

identities but which is very valuable if 
I need to ask further questions in 
order to take action. 

I also encourage suppliers to raise 
concerns with the buyers/commercial 
teams at their customer retailers. They 
are the people who know you best 
and should be in a position to help 
identify and rectify any issues. If, in 
the rare case that such engagement 

98%
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96%

95%

94%

92%

90%90%

86%

2014

highest
score

58%
lowest
score

2021

Figure 2: Suppliers with a positive perception of overall Retailer 
Code compliance

Source: GCA annual surveys 2014 – 2021

“It is important for me to hear from suppliers – 
both UK-based and overseas, whenever they 
have a concern.”

http://www.bakingeurope.com
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Figure 3. Suppliers’ perception of change in retailer practice

Source: GCA annual surveys 2014 – 2021

does not yield results, concerns can 
be raised with the retailers’ Code 
Compliance Officers (CCOs) who are 
independent of the buying chain and 
who can often deal with an issue 
swiftly and effectively. 

All the CCOs have formally confirmed 
that they will treat any discussions 
with suppliers in the strictest of 

confidence and that it will be up to 
the supplier to determine whether 
they can disclose any details about 
the subject matter of their Code-
related discussion within their 
designated retailer. In practice this is 
how CCOs have operated but the 
problem has been that nowhere has 
this been clearly stated and many 
suppliers have been unclear about the 

position. Now suppliers can view the 
commitment on my website – 
www.gov.uk/gca – where they can 
also find the latest contact details of 
all the CCOs. 

I am also pleased that I have made 
progress on forensic auditing with the 
final retailer - Sainsbury’s - agreeing 
to limit the auditing of suppliers’ 

http://www.bakingeurope.com
http://www.gov.uk/gca
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that they will treat any discussions 
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designated retailer. In practice this is 
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also find the latest contact details of 
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trading for missed claims to no more 
than the current and previous two 
financial years. This voluntary 
commitment has played an important 
role in building more constructive 
relationships in the groceries sector, 
and I am delighted that Sainsbury’s 
has seen the value of signing up to it 
from 6 March 2022.

Since the voluntary commitment was 
introduced in 2014 the numbers of 
suppliers reporting experiencing 
forensic auditing has fallen, however, 
some concerns do remain about how 

audits are conducted and finalised. 
The sector is currently in a period of 
great change and I am currently 
monitoring this and other Code-
related issues very closely.

And so, it is important that I hear from 
suppliers as issues arise. I have the 
power and authority as the 
independent regulator to effect 
change. But I must know what is 
happening; I cannot act if suppliers 
do not tell me. Contact me on either 
of the links below to let me know 
about your experiences. 

For more information on the 
Groceries Supply Code of Practice 
and work of the GCA go to either of 
the links below

Email: enquiries@groceriescode.gov.uk
www.tellthegca

FOR MORE INFORMATION →

Figure 4: GCA at a glance plus 2020/21
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 SPROUTED WHEAT
Making baked products with sprouted wheat – benefits, 
limitations and the science

heat has been used to 
make bakery products 

such as bread, cakes, 
pastries and biscuits for 

centuries. It is a cereal crop that 
grows well in Northern European 
climates and soils, and as such has 
sustainability credentials with few 
rivals. In a previous Baking Europe 
article (Winter 2020 pp.6-10), we 
highlighted the importance of wheat 
to the UK’s economy and to the 
nation’s health. 

Following on from this, here we’ll look 
at a way to enhance the health 
benefits of wheat further by sprouting 
the wheat grains before they are 
made into bakery products. This was 
the focus of a recent Innovate UK 

project between Everfresh Natural 
Foods, Holmach Ltd and Campden 
BRI in which the team developed 
sprouting techniques coupled with 
in-pack heat treatment to create a 
range of healthy bread and cakes with 
a very long shelf-life.

Why sprouted wheat grains?
Humans have eaten sprouted grains 
for centuries. Sprouting is a biological 
process that can enhance the 
benefits of the nutrients within grains. 
The natural process has received 
attention recently due to its 
associated health benefits such as 
improved digestibility of 
macronutrients, increased vitamin 
levels and increased mineral 
bioavailability. Essentially, germination 

breaks down some of the 
macronutrients, making these easier 
for the human digestive system to 
digest. To put it in perspective, in 
comparison with dormant 
(unsprouted) wheat, the minerals (e.g. 
iron and zinc) cannot be easily 
absorbed due to their association 
with phytic acid. 

Germination activates enzymes that 
release iron from phytic acid, 
potentially increasing bioavailability of 
endogenous minerals in wheat. 
Basically, this germination means 
we’re more likely to be able to absorb 
the minerals. So, from a nutritional 
aspect, consuming germinated grains 
may well be more beneficial than 
consuming dormant grains. 

Written by:

Gary Tucker Tom Russell

Fellow at Campden BRI Managing Director at Everfresh Natural Foods

“Consuming germinated grains may well be more 
beneficial than consuming dormant grains.”

http://www.bakingeurope.com
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Case in point: Sprouted wheat 
grains in baked products
Can sprouted grains, therefore, be 
used in baked goods? In short, yes. 
The feasibility for this has been 
proven by Everfresh for over 30 years. 
Since 1990 the privately owned 
bakery has been making a unique 
range of organic, long life sprouted 
breads and cakes to tap into the 
health benefits associated with 
sprouting. The baked goods, 
therefore, benefit from the sprouting 
process that converts many of the 
complex nutrients into simpler forms 
that are more easily absorbed by the 
body. Sprouting also releases some of 
the minerals bound up in compounds 
making them more bioavailable. And 
what about the long shelf-life? This is 
achieved by applying a mild thermal 
process to the packaged product. 
This is where the Holmach Ltd steam/
air retort plays its part in the product’s 
success story. More about this later.

Potential pitfalls
There are, however, areas where 
caution is required. Sprouted cereals 
can have decreased functional 
qualities due to structural breakdown 
including decreased gluten formation 
properties and high enzyme activities 
(Lorenz et al. 1983, Hareland 2003). 
These limit the opportunities for most 
highly structured bakery applications 
such as wheat-based breads that rely 
on gluten formation. On the other 
hand, products such as cake and 
biscuits rely less on the functionality 

 SPROUTED WHEAT
Making baked products with sprouted wheat – benefits, 
limitations and the science

of gluten than bread does, so there’s 
greater potential for sprouted flour in 
these products.

Sprouted vs unsprouted – the 
science behind them
The graph in Figure 1 shows clear 
viscosity differences between 
wholemeal flour and a sprouted 
wheat flour when measured using a 
Rapid Visco Analyser (RVA). The RVA 
provides an indication of the viscosity 
changes with a flour/water mixture 

under a changing temperature profile, 
while stirring continuously. Sprouted 
wheat flour shows a much lower 
viscosity than wholemeal flour due to 
enzymatic breakdown of the starches 
into more soluble sugar-like 
molecules. These confer additional 
sweetness that is not present in wheat 
flour. 

There are a few challenges to 
overcome when working with 
germinated grains. To start, there is 

Figure 1: RVA trace comparing the viscosity of wholemeal wheat 
flour with flour made from sprouted wheat grains
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“Baked goods, therefore, benefit 
from the sprouting process that 
converts many of the complex 
nutrients into simpler forms that 
are more easily absorbed by 
the body.”

http://www.bakingeurope.com
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no firm legislation within the 
European Community yet. The 
American Cereals and Grains 
Association defines sprouted grains 
as: “malted or sprouted grains 
containing all of the original bran, 
germ and endosperm shall be 
considered whole grains as long as 
sprout growth does not exceed kernel 
length and nutrient values have not 
diminished. These grains should be 

labelled as malted or sprouted whole 
grain.” The European Commission is 
working on future directives.

Recent research into sprouting
The proprietary sprouting technology 
used by Everfresh was developed as 
part of the Innovate UK project. Two 
sprouting vessels have replaced a 
labour demanding system with 
multiple trays that was used for many 

years (see Figure 2) resulting in 
improved sprouting consistency. 
This allows bread and cake to be 
manufactured with improved taste, 
texture and keeping qualities, as well 
as being produced more 
economically and at increased 
throughput. 

How does the process work? When 
grains have completed their sprouting 
cycle, they are immediately minced 
into a paste and made into bread or a 
cake. Baking then follows in a 
conventional method using rack 
ovens. The next part of the process 
differs significantly from the 
conventional bakery.

Long shelf-life
Achieving an extended shelf-life for 
sprouted baked products was an 
important objective for Innovate UK 
research, so they challenged 
Everfresh to achieve this but without 
the use of preservatives. The resulting 
experiment resulted in an ambient 
shelf-life of greater than one year. To 
accomplish this, the baked products 
were re-packed into plastic packaging 
and subjected to a mild pasteurisation 
process using a Lagarde steam/air 
retort (Figure 3). Using a thermal 
processing technique within bakery is 
rare but the novel process developed 
by Everfresh and the unique raw 
material derived from the sprouted 
grains, made it suitable. 

It is not necessary to use thermal 
sterilisation on baked products 
because of their low water activity 
(aw). Mild pasteurisation is all that is 
required to kill yeast, mould and 
relevant bacteria. Most bread 
products usually possess a water 
activity of around 0.96-0.99, which is 
high enough to support the growth of 
almost all microorganisms, including 
bacteria, yeast and mould. In contrast, 
Everfresh bread sits at around 
0.92-0.94 aw due to the natural sugars 

Figure 2: Sprouting vessels

http://www.bakingeurope.com
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activity of around 0.96-0.99, which is 
high enough to support the growth of 
almost all microorganisms, including 
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0.92-0.94 aw due to the natural sugars 

Figure 2: Sprouting vessels
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generated by the sprouting process 
that aren’t consumed by yeast.
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induce further changes in the finished 
product through the Maillard reaction 
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Another area where quality 
improvements are being explored is 
in the minimising of the effects of the 
retort thermal process on cake 
quality. The second heat process can 
increase surface browning through 
the Maillard reaction that takes place 
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sucrose. One way to reduce these 
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Gary Tucker
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 FOOD ADDITIVES IN  
 ULCERATIVE COLITIS
 What’s the current research with sulphiting 
agents and carrageenan?

Brief background: The clinical 
problem and enigma that is 
ulcerative colitis 

Ulcerative colitis is a chronic 
inflammatory disorder of the 
large bowel that has an 
increasing incidence and 

affects nearly three million people 
worldwide, including 1.5 million 
people in Europe1. Symptoms 
typically include frequent, urgent, 
bloody diarrhoea that might be 
associated with abdominal pain, 
fatigue and fever. These debilitating 
symptoms can have a marked impact 
on the sufferer’s quality of life. Despite 
advances in treatment, up to one in 
five people with ulcerative colitis fail 
to respond adequately to medication 

and require surgical removal of the 
large bowel. 

The cause of ulcerative colitis is 
unknown, but some people are more 
susceptible to getting it than others 
due to inherited genes. Environmental 
factors (such as diet or stress) are also 
involved, but the details are cloudy 
and controversial. However, we know 
a lot about the underlying processes 
and these are illustrated in Figure 1. 

Treatment has been largely restricted 
to putting out the fire with anti-
inflammatory and immune-
suppressing drugs. Controlling the 
inflammation enables the barrier to 
heal, but continued drug support is 

usually necessary to maintain such 
remission. An alternative approach to 
minimise or even prevent the 
inflammation developing is to find 
ways of strengthening the barrier or 
minimising factors that might weaken 
it. This is where diet comes in. 

We want to find dietary changes that 
will (i) reduce the likelihood of 
developing ulcerative colitis; or (ii) 
work as a treatment; or (iii) at least be 
an adjunct to drug therapy (i.e., a 
therapy that will enhance how well 
our drugs work or reduce the number 
or doses of drugs needed).

Why diet?
There are a few plausible ways by 

Written by:

C. K. Yao Zaid Ardalan Jane G. Muir Peter R. Gibson

Department of Gastroenterology, Monash University and Alfred Health, Melbourne Victoria, Australia
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which diet may cause ulcerative 
colitis or change its severity: 

• Diet largely defines the types 
of bacteria that colonise the gut 
and their metabolic activities. 
Both the gut bacteria and the 
by-products of their metabolic 
activities can have health-
promoting and health-damaging 
effects on the intestine.  

 FOOD ADDITIVES IN 
 ULCERATIVE COLITIS
 What’s the current research with sulphiting 
agents and carrageenan?

• Diet can have a direct inflammatory 
or anti-inflammatory effect on the 
gut immune system. 

• Animal studies have shown that 
food components such as food 
additives can affect the strength of 
the gut barrier and induce or 
improve colitis.

Baking Europe Journal – spring 
2021 issue

Why is there a focus on food 
additives?
Food additives have been blamed for 
most ills at some time. Ploughing 
through the theories and beliefs to 
find real associations and 
mechanisms is challenging, but 
progress is being made. A story 
around deleterious effects of the food 
preservatives, sulphates and sulphites, 
in ulcerative colitis has been 
developing for more than three 
decades. Not only were sufferers, 
particularly those with active 
inflammation (i.e., a flare of their 
disease), found to have a greater 
number of a specialised group of 
bacteria that metabolise sulphates to 
produce hydrogen sulphide, 
commonly known as ‘rotten egg’ gas 
(Figure 2), but also generated more 
hydrogen sulphide in the large 
bowel2.  Several studies have also 

Lumen (cavity)

Epithelium / large bowel lining 

Mucosa (bowel wall)
Immune cells 

Bacteria & their 

molecules  

Lumen (cavity)

Epithelium / large bowel lining 

Mucosa (bowel wall)

Lumen (cavity)

Epithelium / large bowel lining 

Mucosa (bowel wall)

1. Inflammation is largely limited to 
the superficial lining of the large 
bowel. 

• It is best described as a battlefield 
between the bacteria in the lumen 
of the large bowel and the immune 
system in the bowel wall.

2. The main problem in ulcerative 
colitis may be a weakened barrier 
that the epithelium provides 
between the lumen and the wall.

3. A weak barrier enables more 
bacterial molecules, such as 
proteins, peptides, 
lipopolysaccharide (structural 
molecules found in bacteria walls), 
to gain direct access to the 
immune cells, which react as they 
are meant to protect the person

4. The resulting inflammation further 
damages the wall, worsening the 
battle.

5. Thus, once the inflammation is 
established, sorting out what is 
cause and what is effect is a 
difficult task.

Figure 1. A current hypothesis on how ulcerative colitis develops and is perpetuated
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shown that, once the large bowel 
lining is exposed to toxic levels of 
hydrogen sulphide, it can interact 
with another toxic gas, nitric oxide 
(formed from bacterial metabolism of 
nitrate and nitrite preservatives), to 
mimic the type of large bowel 
damage seen in ulcerative colitis3. 

The story around carrageenan (used 
as a thickening or emulsifying agent in 
food products), has also been around 
for a long time. Most animal 
experiments have shown that 
carrageenan causes bowel 
inflammation4. In fact, carrageenan-
induced colitis has been used as a 

model to test effectiveness of 
potential drugs for ulcerative colitis. It 
should be noted that the doses given 
to animals are usually much more than 
fivefold greater than a human would 
consume. Carrageenan may induce 
inflammation in animal studies in part 
via the production of more hydrogen 
sulphide leading to weakening of the 
barrier function in the colon. It can do 
this in two ways. 

First, in the upper digestive tract, 
carrageenan may interfere with the 
digestion of protein5, increasing the 
amount of protein passing through to 
the large bowel where its breakdown 
(fermentation) by the gut bacteria also 
forms hydrogen sulphide. 

Secondly, carrageenan itself is 
fermented to some extent by 
bacteria6, releasing sulphates that are 
subsequently metabolised by 
bacteria, contributing to the pool of 
hydrogen sulphide within the large 
bowel. However, it might induce 
colitis in animals by additional other 
mechansims7.

It is these common themes involving 
hydrogen sulphide production that 
has led to sulphites and sulphates 
being considered hand-in-hand with 
carrageenan. If indeed they do injure 
the bowel, then a treatment strategy 
for individuals with ulcerative colitis 
could be directed at reducing gut 
levels of hydrogen sulphide 
production. The easy way to do this is 
by manipulating what is eaten.

Sulphiting agents and carrageenan 
in the food supply 
The presence of sulphates, sulphites 
and carrageenan are widespread in 
the food supply with examples shown 
in Table 1 and illustrated in Figure 3. 
Several sulphiting agents are widely 
used to preserve the shelf life of 
processed foods. These include 
sulphur dioxide, sodium or potassium 
metabisulphites, hydrosulphites, 
disulphites and sulphites, and have 
been given the additive numbers 
E220-228. These agents are added 
for their anti-microbial and anti-
oxidant properties, as a bleaching 
agent, and in the curing of processed 
meats. Of particular relevance to the 
baking industry is the use of sulphate 

“Deleterious effects of the food 
preservatives, sulphates and 
sulphites, in ulcerative colitis has 
been developing for more than 
three decades.”

Figure 2. The molecular for-
mula of hydrogen sulphide 
or ‘rotten egg gas’ that is 
believed to be a problem in 
damaging the lining of the 
large bowel in patients with 
ulcerative colitis. It is pro-
duced in the large bowel by 
bacterial action on sulphates, 
sulphites and carrageenan, 
and on sulphur-containing 
proteins

Figure 3. Some foods that 
contain sulphiting agents or 
carrageenan
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Table 1. Major food sources of sulphiting preservatives and carrageenan
Food additive Food sources

Sulphates and sulphites 
Other names: sulphur dioxide, hydrosul-
phites, disulphites, metabisulphites or 
E220-228.

• Processed fruit pies, cakes, breakfast cereals, muesli, cereal bars containing dried 
fruit

• Wheat flour, baked goods, crumpets, breads and raisin toast
• Beverages including wine, cider, beer, cordial, tonic water, vegetable juices
• Preserved or processed vegetables (e.g. sulphur-dried vegetables)
• Fresh fruit and vegetables sprayed with sulphur dioxide
• Processed meats 
• Tinned crab, prawns and shellfish
• Packaged cottage, ricotta and mozzarella cheese
• Dips, marmalade
• Molasses, maple-flavoured syrup, glucose syrup 

Carrageenan 
Also identified by vegetable gum (E407), 
carrageenan gum, ‘vegetable gum (carra-
geenan)’ or stabilisers (E407) and (E407a)

• Dairy products including thickened or whipped cream, yoghurts, custard, ice-cream, 
cheese, flavoured or evaporated milks, dairy desserts 

• Drinking chocolate, coffee whitener 
• Plant milk alternatives including plant milks, vegan cheese and desserts
• Processed meats
• Pie fillings
• Syrups, sauces and salad dressings
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during bread making, and 
metabisulphites in biscuits, pizza and 
pastry dough to improve its 
rheological properties. 

In a typical Western diet, the daily 
intake of sulphates and sulphites 
ranges from 0.2 to 1.7 mg and 15-52% 
of this will pass through to the large 
bowel8.

Carrageenan is a group of sulphated 
polysaccharides derived from 
seaweed and is widely used as a 
thickener, gelling agent and stabiliser 
in food products (designated E407 
and E407a). Examples are shown in 
Table 1. Information about typical 
intakes of carrageenan in the diet is 
scarce, but a US study in 2003 
estimated the daily intake to be up to 
7.7 g/day9. 

It is believed that the intake of 
carrageenan is increasing with the 
greater intake of ultra-processed 
foods. Furthermore, carrageenan 
escapes digestion in the small bowel 
so nearly all of that consumed will 
pass through to the large bowel to 
potentially cause problems. 

What does the evidence say about 
effectiveness of diets minimising 
food additives?
To date, only two studies have 
examined the potential effectiveness 
of limiting food additive intake in 

ulcerative colitis. The first was from 
Australia, in which restricting food 
products with added sulphates, 
sulphites and carrageenan, sulphur-
containing proteins and naturally-
occurring sulphates such as those in 
cruciferous vegetables (Brussels 
sprout, cauliflower, broccoli) 
markedly improved both symptoms 
and gut inflammation in eight patients 
over one year10. In the second study 
from Chicago, 12 patients followed a 
diet devoid of carrageenan and were 
given either carrageenan (200 mg/
day) or a dummy (placebo) in 
capsules11. Difficulties with 
recruitment were experienced such 
that the trial was terminated after only 
12 participants completed the 
one-year study. Relapse of the colitis 
occurred in none of the 8 patients on 
placebo compared with three of five 
receiving carrageenan, and markers 
of bowel inflammation tended to be 
greater in carrageenan group. 
However, the number of patients 
studied were too small to be certain 
that this was a real effect. 
Nevertheless, it has raised the issue 
that deleterious effects of 
carrageenan in the diet at doses often 
consumed in a normal diet might also 
occur in humans, as it does in small 
animals. 

A whole-diet approach, rather than a 
sole focus 
It is quite possible that strategies 

restricting these food additives alone 
may not be effective. In the only 
study that specifically observed the 
habitual diets of patients with 
ulcerative colitis for a year, a high 
dietary intake of both sulphur-
containing protein and sulphates was 
associated with a three-fold higher 
risk of disease flares in people with 
ulcerative colitis12. 

The need to consider the protein 
contribution in any sulphide-reducing 
diet study was highlighted in the 
Australian dietary study outlined 
above10, and in our observations with 
freshly-passed faeces where adding 
sulphur-containing proteins (those 
that contain amino acids such as 
methionine, cysteine and taurine) had 
a far greater ability to stimulate 
hydrogen sulphide production from 
the colonic bacteria than did adding 
sulphates13. 

Furthermore, animal protein that are 
rich in sulphur-amino acids makes up 
a larger contribution of a person’s 
dietary intake (around 1-2 g/d of 
which 20% is delivered to the large 
bowel) compared with dietary 
sulphates and sulphites (intakes in 
mg/d). Hence, rather than a sole 
focus on dietary strategies with food 
additives, we believe that 
consideration of the individuals’ 
whole diet may be the key to 
identifying effective diet treatments 
for ulcerative colitis. Indeed, such 
studies are now occurring.

The bottom line
The jury remains out as to whether 
sulphates, sulphites and carrageenan 
are detrimental in people with 
ulcerative colitis. There is sufficient 

“The wider impact on the human gut microbiome 
is only beginning to be investigated in detail.”

“Animal experiments have 
shown that carrageenan causes 
bowel inflammation.”
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“The wider impact on the human gut microbiome 
is only beginning to be investigated in detail.”

“Animal experiments have 
shown that carrageenan causes 
bowel inflammation.”
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evidence, particularly mechanistically, 
to suggest that they might be good 
candidates for dietary manipulation to 
reduce large bowel inflammation in 
those conditions, but they do need to 
be considered in context of what the 
individual is eating as a whole. We 
also have to be very cautious in 
extrapolating to humans the 
deleterious effect in animal studies 
where large (what we call 
‘pharmacological’) doses are used.  

So, what should we do in 2021 about 
these additives in our diets and 
specifically in the diets of people with 
ulcerative colitis? Whilst it is too early 
to make conclusive recommendations 
for strict/complete avoidance of 

these food additives, it would be 
prudent and, in line with general 
healthy eating advice, to limit the 
consumption of processed foods 
containing these food additives. It is 
our view that the baking industry 
would benefit from incorporating 
strategies that reduce or eliminate the 
content of these food additives 
during the manufacturing process. 
Furthermore, with the ongoing 
research, the coming years may see a 
growing patient demand for baked 
product alternatives that are free from 
these additives. The baking industry 
would be well placed to cater for the 
needs of these patient groups while 
the proof – one way or the other – is 
being obtained. 
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 FORGOTTEN EDIBLES
A guarantee of future food security

ustainability and food 
security have been 
troubling scientists for 
many years with more 

recent, publications addressing “wild 
edibles” as the future of food during 
hunger and pandemics. From an 
ethnobotanical perspective, a wild 
edible is a source of food that grows 
locally and can only be obtained by 
the act of foraging. During the 

second World War they made up a 
large part of the diet due to the 
destruction of commercial food 
supply chains. Nowadays, with the 
establishment of global supply chains, 
the abundance of food from all over 
the planet has become a reality. 
Although the level of food security 
has improved, the agricultural sectors 
of most European countries have 
shrunk. The Diversification of food 

sources has the potential to elevate 
food security and improve 
sustainability by introducing locally 
obtained wild edibles.

The current state of European Food 
Supply Chains
Despite the heterogeneousness of 
European food supply chains and the 
abundance of sophisticated modern 
agricultural practices, supply chains 
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“Natural disasters and price volatility, is considered 
by far to be the largest hazard along the supply chain.”
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are constantly endangered. 
Agricultural risk management in the 
European Union or European Food 
Safety Authority (EFSA), with which 
the UK may still interact to some 
extent at member level, state that the 
weather, including natural disasters 
and price volatility, is considered by 
far to be the largest hazard along the 
supply chain. Other such threats of a 
slightly less significant level but still 
considered probable, include those of 
marketing difficulties, political 
measures, technological processes, 
input market and dept. 

The ratio of distribution of risk factors 
associated with weather and natural 
disasters with compelling effects on 
farming, ranges between 86.4% in 
Poland and 52.3% in Germany. Where 
there is a significant disruption to the 
agricultural sector by any of the 
above risks, shortages of certain 
produce would be likely to occur, 
especially when considering the 
limitations of outbound producers. 

Reports on the state of the European 
Union’s agricultural sector indicate 
that the most used risk management 

 FORGOTTEN EDIBLES
A guarantee of future food security

tools on average, are those designed 
for crop and property insurance at 
38.8% and 56.1% respectively. 
Conversely, crop diversification is 
only practised by around 23% of 
companies, however, companies in 
some countries apply diversification 
at a much lower level. Most of the 
remaining risk management tools are 
derived from either private insurance 
policies or as financial support from 
governmental bodies. The aspects of 
actual crop losses due to the above 
risks seem to be forgotten despite 
being the most tangible.

Food Market Saturation 
In most European countries such as 
Germany, Italy and France, 80% of 
the grocery markets are controlled 
by large retailers, including discount 

stores, supermarkets and 
hypermarkets. In the UK, the figure 
has been quoted by some sources as 
being even greater at 96%. With 
these figures in mind, it is crucial, 
therefore, to understand how the 
sales and procurement processes 
take place across the agricultural 
sector. A tendency towards sales for 
individual private consumers is 
common amongst central and eastern 
European countries where the 
number may reach 80%. On the other 
hand, western European countries 
have a much lower individual-sale 
tendency of around 40% to 60% of 
distribution, achieved through 
cooperative-sales, mainly through 
large grocery stores. These figures 
clearly explain the level of 
dependency on certain segments of 
the agricultural sector compared to 
that of the retail sector. From the 
consumer’s point of view, the 
availability of food in such grocery 
stores is limited by both the farming 
sector’s efficiency/production as well 
as the retailer’s demand for those 
goods. 

After the exclusion of processed 

foods, the spectrum of fresh and 
unprocessed products generally 
found across these stores is rather 
narrow. In the UK, the top five most 
popular fresh edibles sold across 
these retailers are potatoes, 
strawberries, peas, onions and 
bananas, all of which make up over 
64% of all unprocessed edible sales. 
These figures are similar in most 
European countries, however, certain 
anomalies exist, for example the vast 
numbers of disparate tomato sub-
species available in retail outlets in 
Spain and Italy as well as those of 
potatoes and apples in eastern 
European countries. This is minimal, 
however, when compared to the wide 
variety of fruit and vegetables grown 
only within the boundaries of 
continental Europe, not to mention 
the endless varieties of the above 
edibles. Whilst. Diversification across 
the farming sector, in terms of 
increasing the number of crop 
species grown, has the potential to 
strengthen the supply chain’s in-built 
resistance to change, despite the 
implementation of predicaments, and 
the necessity to create appropriate 
customer awareness.

Forgotten Edibles as assets
It is crucial to understand that 
increasing the size of the pool of 
available fresh edibles, creates many 
advantages including an overall 
increase in food security as well as 
beneficial nutritional implications. The 
seemingly  inexorable increase of 
obesity amongst western Europeans, 
signifies that a diet change for this 
group of the population is now not 
only necessary but urgent.   
Considering that health-related 
problems are often connected to 
micronutrient deficiency, the 
introduction of new edibles which 
have a tendency to possess higher 
absorption rates of these 
micronutrients, will inevitably serve to 
boost the nutrition values, particularly 
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by large retailers, including discount 
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therefore, to understand how the 
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take place across the agricultural 
sector. A tendency towards sales for 
individual private consumers is 
common amongst central and eastern 
European countries where the 
number may reach 80%. On the other 
hand, western European countries 
have a much lower individual-sale 
tendency of around 40% to 60% of 
distribution, achieved through 
cooperative-sales, mainly through 
large grocery stores. These figures 
clearly explain the level of 
dependency on certain segments of 
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that of the retail sector. From the 
consumer’s point of view, the 
availability of food in such grocery 
stores is limited by both the farming 
sector’s efficiency/production as well 
as the retailer’s demand for those 
goods. 

After the exclusion of processed 

foods, the spectrum of fresh and 
unprocessed products generally 
found across these stores is rather 
narrow. In the UK, the top five most 
popular fresh edibles sold across 
these retailers are potatoes, 
strawberries, peas, onions and 
bananas, all of which make up over 
64% of all unprocessed edible sales. 
These figures are similar in most 
European countries, however, certain 
anomalies exist, for example the vast 
numbers of disparate tomato sub-
species available in retail outlets in 
Spain and Italy as well as those of 
potatoes and apples in eastern 
European countries. This is minimal, 
however, when compared to the wide 
variety of fruit and vegetables grown 
only within the boundaries of 
continental Europe, not to mention 
the endless varieties of the above 
edibles. Whilst. Diversification across 
the farming sector, in terms of 
increasing the number of crop 
species grown, has the potential to 
strengthen the supply chain’s in-built 
resistance to change, despite the 
implementation of predicaments, and 
the necessity to create appropriate 
customer awareness.

Forgotten Edibles as assets
It is crucial to understand that 
increasing the size of the pool of 
available fresh edibles, creates many 
advantages including an overall 
increase in food security as well as 
beneficial nutritional implications. The 
seemingly  inexorable increase of 
obesity amongst western Europeans, 
signifies that a diet change for this 
group of the population is now not 
only necessary but urgent.   
Considering that health-related 
problems are often connected to 
micronutrient deficiency, the 
introduction of new edibles which 
have a tendency to possess higher 
absorption rates of these 
micronutrients, will inevitably serve to 
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amongst those consumers who were 
not previously exposed.  Routine 
consumption of the same edibles 
tends to have declining absorption 
ratios of these nutrients.  

A further benefit of some species of 
forgotten edibles is that of 
comparatively high flavour profiles . 
By way of example, numerous wild 
edibles from the family of onions, 
cabbages, fennels and sorrels are 
abundant across Europe and can be 
used instead of common salad leaves 
normally available in grocery stores, 
the flavours often shown to be 
preferred over the established 
species.  Collecting such edibles by 
individuals is colloquially known as 
foraging and it is becoming ever more 
popular.

Innovation from Nature
The concept of diversification of the 
food supply chain does not only 

improve food security but is also 
economically justifiable. Despite an 
individual’s limited impact onto the 
food grocery sector, trends amongst 
consumers are considered as 
important as in other industries. Food 
choices are fashionable, with new 
trends continually emerging. In 
today’s World, sustainability is 
increasingly important to consumers 
who are becoming far more critical of 
their food choices and the impact 
those choices have on their diets and 
the environment. Hence the 
emergence of the many sustainable 
food options in which environmental 
impact, nutrition and health are 
equally important. Such changes may 
be observed across the grain sector 
where new species emerge annually 
where, for example, quinoa is now 
being rejected in favour of millet and 
teff grains. This is, of course, typical of 
the ever-changing trends and most 
likely to change at short notice. 

However, the modern day constant in 
such fickle markets, whilst often 
driven by novelty, is that of a 
preference for choosing a product 
that is produced in sustainable 
manner.

The introduction of wild edibles into 
to the supply chain does not only 
have to happen as raw ingredient but 
may also include processed products. 
For example, a shift towards baked 
goods with a lower glycaemic index 
has the potential to become a large 
market over the next few years. Once 
a very popular grain, spelt is 
reappearing across the supply chain 
as a substitute for standard flours. 
Although substituting traditional 
ingredients with wild edibles might 
decrease consistency, reformulation 
practices can introduce such change 
at a practical and feasible level, with 
minimal impact on their sensory 
characteristics.

“The concept of diversification of the food supply 
chain does not only improve food security but is 
also economically justifiable.”
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Limitations of Diversification
The limitations and challenges 
associated with the idea of food 
supply chain diversification are mainly 
related to challenges in 
implementation. This is due to 
farming practices which generally 
involve monocropping resulting in 
lower farming costs and higher yields. 
Additionally, increased resistance to 
diseases can be obtained through the 
application of fungicides, bactericides 
and nematicides, but with higher 
precision and consistency. 
Development of effective cultivation 
practices for entirely new edible 
species would generate challenges 

and therefore costs. The research and 
identification process of the right 
group of edibles would also require 
higher market integrity and resources 
which would have to be translated 
into feasible farming, harvest and 
storage practices. Lastly, market 
demand is probably the most 
important factor here, as with no 
demand there will be no justification 
for the previous steps.

Conclusion
Current supply chains of fresh edibles 
are constantly exposed to 
uncertainty. As a result of 
standardisation of available edibles, 

the agricultural sector is more liable 
to crop diseases and risks associated 
with unfavourable weather, disease, 
and politics. Monocropping is yet 
another example of a path that might 
lead to future issues in food security, 
principally in the form of soil 
depletion. Diversification of the supply 
chain by introducing wild and 
forgotten edibles might be the answer 
to the above controversies. Although 
not an easy task, such shift would 
enable the countries and people 
within to become more self-sufficient, 
increase biodiversity across the 
agricultural sector and improve the 
level of overall food security. 
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 RADEMAKER
 INTERVIEW
Following the recent opening of their new bakery academy, Baking  
Europe recently caught up with, Rademaker’s Academy Coordinator,  
Kasper Rozeboom, at Rademaker BV in the Netherlands.

BE For the benefit of our readers, 
what is the background of the  
new Academy facility and why  
was it built?

KR The changing face of industrial 
bakery production in recent years 
has highlighted a significant gap in 
the training of our clients’ staff such 
as bakery line-operators, supervisors 
and maintenance personnel, 
particularly as new equipment is 
becoming increasingly automated 
and more complex to understand. 
Importantly, declining consistency of 
product quality and loss of product 
knowledge has only served to 
compound the problems that are 
being experienced by manufacturers. 

It was decided therefore, in 2016 to 
set up a special training academy 
which would not only boost technical 
know-how but also foster greater 
operational proficiency that translates 
into more efficient production, 
improved product quality and higher 
profitability.
It also transpired that our own 
engineers and technical people could 
benefit from more focussed in-house 
training to further strengthen our 
client training regimen.

BE How successful has the Academy 
been thus far?

KR Shortly after its launch, our clients 
soon wanted more training so we 

introduced an extra two trainers to 
cope with demand, a technical trainer 
and a technology trainer with the 
entire Academy now overseen by me, 
the coordinator.

BE Can you explain some of the key 
subjects that are taught?

KR There is a great deal of emphasis 
on practical training for customers to 
carry out testing of dough runs, 
calculating and adjusting the various 
ingredients and process steps on 
small production lines within the 
academy, to perfect clients’ products 
whilst being away from the pressures 
of their own factory. They will also 
partake in academic sessions to learn 
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 RADEMAKER
 INTERVIEW
Following the recent opening of their new bakery academy, Baking  
Europe recently caught up with, Rademaker’s Academy Coordinator,  
Kasper Rozeboom, at Rademaker BV in the Netherlands.
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more about how one ingredient 
affects another and their inherent 
properties such as what flour does 
and how it, for example, performs in 
different conditions or perhaps how it 
changes when mixed with butter. 

To summarise, our training can be 
split into five main training 
classifications:

Basic operator, basic maintenance, 
advanced operator, advanced 
maintenance and online training for 
all these.

BE I understand from our 
collaboration with the UK’s National 
School of Baking in London, that 
more youngsters entering the 
industrial bakery business are 
becoming machine operators or as 
sometimes known “button-pushers” 
at the expense of hands-on bakery 
skills and knowledge which may be 
affecting overall baking skills 
know-how. Is this something you 
recognise during your training?

KR Yes, indeed it is, which is why we 
provide this training to foster a deeper 
understanding of the products they 
are producing as well as the 
processes and equipment they are 
using. This will empower them to take 
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that practical knowledge back to their 
production plant and produce better 
quality goods more efficiently whilst 
understanding how to reduce 
potentially expensive quality issues.

BE I understand you have introduced 
a virtual reality (VR) lab which 
sounds very futuristic. How will your 
trainees benefit from this 21st 
century technology?

KR The VR lab and training system is 
a revolutionary new way to learn the 
skills required to become an operator, 
skills that are invaluable for those new 
to industrial baking as well as those 
who are experienced. Simply putting 
on a set of goggles and using a 
joystick with voice input from our 
trainer, enables a real-time audio-
visual experience of being near to and 
operating any one of several 
machines. 

The advantages of the system means 
that there is no wastage of dough 
products, training sessions are devoid 
of distractions that would otherwise 
occur on a fully working line and it 
allows instruction to be on a personal, 
one-to-one basis. Finally, it also allows 
mistakes to made with impunity 
together with the chance to learn 
how avoid them in the future.

(For Baking Europe digital issue 
readers, click on the links below to 
see a short video demonstration 
Rademaker VR Training).

BE This fascinating technology is 
usually associated with flight 
simulators for aircraft training which 
can take weeks of learning. What is 
the expected duration of a typical 
training programme for the academy 
including a session in the VR lab?

KR Depending on the line type and 
requirements, of the client we offer 
between 1 and 4 days of training.
Trainee operators can learn a great 
deal in a very short space of time 
using the training systems and 
facilities we provide. For example, we 
currently have various small lines for 
sheeting, croissant, bread and a small 
universal line. 

BE You mentioned earlier that you 
provide academic sessions in 
addition to the practical learning 
facilities. How are these sessions 
presented?

KR In addition to the practical and 
workshop areas, we also have a 
dedicated classroom/lecture area, 
where trainees can watch 
presentations, question and answer 

sessions, therefore, completing a full 
training package containing both 
academic and practical training.

BE Finally, if you could describe the 
Academy’s objectives in just a few 
words, how would you summarise the 
new facility?

KR Reducing costly downtime for our 
client’s production through a short 
but thorough training programme to 
realise greater efficiency and smooth 
production when trainees or client 
staff return to their production plant.

BE Mr. Rozeboom, on behalf of 
Baking Europe, thank you very much 
for your time today

Contact: Kasper Rozeboom
Email: academy@rademaker.nl
Tel: +31 345 543 543
www.rademaker.com 
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NUTRITION INFORMATION AND INDICATION OF ORIGIN
ood labelling rules are largely 
harmonised in the European 
Union. This purports to create 

a genuine single market for 
foodstuffs where products circulate 
freely and businesses operate on a 
level-playing field. At the same time, 
labelling rules allow the EU to pursue 
a number of public policy objectives: 
ensuring that the food consumed by 
Europeans is safe, healthy and 
produced in a sustainable way.

In 2020, the European Commission 
presented a new Farm to Fork 
strategy, aimed at building a fairer, 
healthier and more environmentally 
friendly European food system. As 
part of this strategy, the Commission 
wants to improve information given to 
consumers so as to empower them to 
make informed, healthy and 
sustainable food choices.1 Two main 
reforms of the EU food labelling 
framework are considered: the 
introduction of a harmonised 
mandatory front-of-pack nutrition 
label and the extension of mandatory 
origin indication to new categories of 
products. For this purpose, the 
Commission should make concrete 
legislative proposals to amend 
Regulation 1169/2011, the main 
instrument regulating food labelling, 
by the end of 2022.2

The need for a reform of nutrition 
labelling rules stems from two 
observations: Firstly, the diets of the 
European population continue to 
suffer from major imbalances, 
including an excessive intake of 
energy, fat, salt and sugar, which 
explains in part why overweight and 
obesity rates are on the rise on the 
continent. It is estimated that in 2017 
over 950,000 deaths and 16 million 

lost healthy life years were 
attributable to unhealthy diets and 
the resulting non-communicable 
diseases, among which include 
cancer, cardiovascular diseases and 
diabetes.3 Secondly, nutrition 
information as currently mandated 
under Regulation 1169/2011 is 
defective.4 It is given in textual and 
numerical format and most often 
situated at the back of the pack. This 
kind of information is typically hard 
for consumers to notice and to 
decipher.

In order to provide nutrition 
information in an easier and 
consumer-friendly manner, a number 
of alternative front-of-pack (FoP) 
labels have been developed. With 
those, information is visible at a 
glance and usually expressed with 
symbols and colours rather than plain 
text. This is the case of the Nutri-
Score, the label most in use currently 
in Europe, which conveys nutrition 
information in the form of a colour-
coded and graded indicator 
synthetising various positive and 
negative elements (e.g. fibres/
proteins and sugar/salt, respectively. 

Numerous studies have shown that 
FoP labels are better to attract 
consumers’ attention and are easier to 
understand than traditional nutrition 
information. Positive evidence starts 
accumulating on their ability to 
improve food choices.5 Evaluative 
and colour-coded labels, such as the 
Nutri-Score label (opposite image) 
appear especially effective if 
compared to other FoP labels.6  
They make it easier for consumers  
to judge the nutritional quality of 
products and to make comparisons 
between them.

The introduction of a European FoP 
label may be opposed by some food 
business operators, but it would also 
represent for the food industry an 
incentive to reformulate products, so 
as to improve their nutritional quality 
and contribute in the creation of a 
healthier food environment. The 
fiercest resistance to this reform may 
originate from Member States. Some 
are wary of accepting a label that 
would, in their eyes, penalise some of 
their flagship traditional foodstuffs.7 
These products, whilst containing 
high level of calories, fat, salt or sugar, 
are made of natural ingredients, are 
often protected by geographical 
indications or designations of origin 
and are indeed essential to some food 
cultures. That being said, this fact 
alone does not justify an exemption 
for these products of the up-and-
coming FoP labelling reform.

The second tabled legislative reform 
concerns origin labelling. For a host 
of individual and ethical reasons, 
consumers increasingly want access 
to this information which is currently 
not always easily available. For most 
foodstuffs present on the EU market, 
labelling does not mention the origin 
of the food or its ingredients. 
Consumers and consumer groups in 
the EU have long advocated for 
greater transparency and the 
European Commission seems willing 
to move in that direction.

Leaving aside the provisions 
governing specific categories of 
products, such as meat, fish, fruits 
and vegetables or honey and those 
applicable to certain situations of 
misleading labelling, there is no 
general rule under EU law requiring all 
foodstuffs to display an indication of 
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origin. Regulation 1169/2011 allows 
food business operators to voluntarily 
provide this information but prevents 
Member States from adopting 
mandatory rules on origin, apart from 
the rare cases where they can prove 
that an objective link exists between 
the origin of food and its 
characteristics.

Extending origin requirements to 
more categories of products may 
seem like a reasonable move, 
improving the transparency of the 
European food system. This 
information matters to consumers 
and providing it may help them to 
choose foods that better align with 
their preferences. Such a reform 

raises, however, a number of issues 
that will need to be addressed. 

Firstly, it seems that consumers often 
draw the wrong inferences from 
origin information, seeing it as a proxy 
for quality or safety. Yet, on the 
European market, a specific origin 
cannot reliably be considered to 

“Consumers often wrongly assume that 
consuming locally produced food is necessarily a 
better choice for the environment.”
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provide reassurance on safety and 
quality. Safety rules are harmonised 
throughout the EU, which means that 
all foods put on the market must 
respect the same standards. As to 
quality, apart from specific 
agricultural products, it is hard to 
establish a general link between origin 
and food characteristics, especially 
when food is processed and made of 
artificial ingredients. Moreover, 
consumers often wrongly assume 
that consuming locally produced 
food is necessarily a better choice for 
the environment, even though 
transport is only one of the many 
aspects of the environmental impact 
of foods. It is not the most crucial one 
if compared to the importance of the 
methods of production.

Secondly, what also appears from a 
wide range of studies is that European 
consumers display ethnocentric 
tendencies when it comes to food.8

Many of them declare using origin 
information so as to favour foods from 
their own country, for national identity 
reasons and as a means to support 
their national economy. For Member 
States, origin labelling is hence an 
instrument that can be used to guide 
consumers towards domestic 

consumption. This means that an 
extension of origin labelling could 
lead to a renationalisation of 
purchasing behaviours, not an 
appealing prospect in an EU single 
market where foods should ideally be 
judged on their merits rather than 
their origin.

Finally, for the food industry, origin 
labelling can be seen as an 
opportunity, using localism as a 
marketing argument, but also as a 
burden. Origin labelling comes at a 
certain cost for economic operators. 
As food products are often made of 
ingredients originating from and 
assembled in different countries, 
complying with mandatory origin 
labelling requirements could require 
the adoption of separate process lines 
and logistic flows, affecting the 
efficiency of the production process. 
More worrying from a single market 
perspective is the potential negative 
effect of mandatory origin labelling 
rules on intra EU trade flows. This 
could occur if companies decided to 
change their sourcing practices to 
limit their supply to a smaller number 
of countries, because of the costs 
faced or in anticipation of a change in 
consumer purchasing behaviour.

What these two reforms show is the 
unique challenges posed by food 
labelling regulation at the EU level, 
where the legislator needs to navigate 
between consumers’ interests, those 
of companies, while taking into 
account the differences in food 
cultures and national attitudes 
towards food. Striking the right 
balance is not always an easy task but 
is a necessary endeavour so that 
European citizens can benefit from a 
single market for food where safe and 
healthy products from a diversity of 
origin are accessible. 

Vincent Delhomme
Non-resident Research Fellow
European Liberal Forum (ELF)
www.liberalforum.eu
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HOW MUCH DOES OUR FLAVOUR 
IDENTIFICATION RELY ON FOOD COLOUR?
Insights from an experimental study using virtual reality

How colour influences taste 
perception
Visual appearance and inspection are, 
in most cases, the first and probably 
the most important interactions we 
have with food during its selection, a 
process which sometimes overrides 
that food product’s taste or smell. The 
colour of food can also help us 
determine how it will taste without 
actually tasting it, for instance when 
we determine whether a fruit is ripe 
by relying on its colour.

Visual perception, especially that of 

the colour of food and drink, 
influences how we perceive those 
products in various ways. For 
instance, product colour can play an 
important role in its appeal [1] or 
perceived sweetness [2], as well as its 
tendency to associate specific 
colours with particular tastes [3]. We 
often associate green hues with 
sourness, whereas reds are frequently 
with sweetness [4]. 

In a study where participants rated 
wine whilst under three different 
coloured lights; white, red and green, 

their perception of taste was 
described as fresher and less intense 
under green lighting but showed a 
preference for the same wine under 
red [5]. Besides taste qualities and 
appeal, product colour also affects 
flavour identification [6]. For instance, 
people’s expectations concerning 
flavour-colour associations can have 
an impact on their flavour perception 
even for familiar foods, such as 
Smarties [7]. These effects seem quite 
robust and were also evident after 
participants were told to ignore the 
colour of the product when 
identifying its flavour [8, 9] and when its 
colour was masked by a fluorescent 
light [2]. 

Virtual reality as a means to change 
food colour
This short overview demonstrates 
that sensory science is an exciting 
area of research, in which scientists 

Written by:

Dr Jeanine Ammann

Researcher at Agroscope

“People’s expectations 
concerning flavour-colour 
associations can have an impact 
on their flavour perception.”
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aim to understand the complex 
interplay of the senses in flavour 
perception. Furthermore, it shows 
how much consumers rely on the 
visual appearance of food when 
choosing or tasting a product. 
Improved knowledge about this 
interplay could help to promote 
healthier food choices and develop 
product designs that advertise 
products that are beneficial for 
our health. 

When considering food colours, an 
issue that often arises is the challenge 
that manufacturers face when wishing 
to change the colour of a food 
product without affecting its other 
attributes such as texture or taste. 
Under these circumstances, the use 
of virtual reality offers new 
possibilities in terms of experimental 
design. Using mixed-reality set ups, 
the visual properties of food can be 
altered whilst everything else remains 
unchanged. We conducted an 
experimental study to find out 
whether it was possible to transfer a 
classical sensory science experiment 
from a real life (RL) setting to a virtual 
reality (VR) environment in order to 
compare the RL and VR conditions 
directly to further investigate the 
effect of colour on individual’s 
sensory perception. 

Food tasting in virtual reality
For our study, we recruited 100 
participants in Switzerland, 50% of 

whom were randomly assigned an RL 
situation; i.e., without VR headsets 
and looking at real products rather 
than VR representations. The 50% 
assigned to the VR set up donned 
head-mounted displays which 
completely covered their eyes but 
leaving noses and mouths uncovered, 
allowing them to eat and drink whilst 
viewing only the VR images.

To allow the participants’ hands to be 
seen by them in the virtual 
environment, movements were 

tracked using a motion controller 
making it possible to create a 
mixed-reality scene where they saw 
samples in the VR environment but 
were at the same time able to interact 
with them in RL (see Figure 1).

Participants tasted two samples of 
juice and one of cake, their being 
asked to identify the most dominant 
flavour. For the juice samples, orange 
juice and pineapple were used and 
for the cake sample, we used a lemon 
flavoured variety. Digital models of all 

HOW MUCH DOES OUR FLAVOUR 
IDENTIFICATION RELY ON FOOD COLOUR?
Insights from an experimental study using virtual reality

Figure 1
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samples were created and used in the 
VR environment. For each sample, an 
original version depicting the product 
in its original colour as well as a 
modified version using an alternative 
colour were created. 

The modified version of the orange 
juice was green and the modified 
version of the pineapple juice, red. 
The lemon cake was modified to 
brown. At the same time the RL 
samples were modified using food 
colourants.

How colour tricks our mind in terms 
of flavour identification
We found that more participants 
correctly identified the flavour when 
the original colour was used for all 
products and RL/VR combinations 
(Table 1). Interestingly, the effects 
observed in VR were smaller than in 
RL. For instance, 84% of participants 
in the VR condition correctly 

identified the orange juice when 
shown in a modified colour and 92% 
correctly identified it when shown in 
its original colour. We take this as an 
indication that participant being 
aware of the artificial nature of the VR 
environment tended to rely more on 
their taste perception than on the 
visual perception. 

Flavour identification is often 
inappropriately driven by the 
perceived colours of food products [2]. 
This effect is especially pronounced 
for certain products, such as 
pineapple juice, with which 
participants may be unfamiliar. The 
participants who were misled by the 
colour of the juice and were, 
therefore, unable to identify the 
correct flavour, outnumbered those 
who were able to identify the juices 
correctly. Similar findings were 
obtained for the cake sample. A wide 
range of vegetables or fruits could be 

present in a juice sample, but the 
choice of possible flavours is rather 
limited for cakes. Therefore, it is 
interesting to note that when 
participants saw a brown, chocolate-
like cake but ate a lemon cake, a 
significant percentage actually 
indicated that they were tasting 
chocolate. 

“When participants saw a 
brown, chocolate-like cake 
but ate a lemon cake, a 
significant percentage actually 
indicated that they were tasting 
chocolate.”

Table 1: Comparison of the number and percentage of participants who correctly identified the flavour of products in their original 
and modified colours

Real life Virtual reality

Original
(n = 25)

[%]

Modified
(n = 25)

[%]

Original
(n = 25)

[%]

Modified
(n = 25)

[%]

Orange juice 23 [92] 15 [60] 23 [92] 21 [84]

Pineapple juice 18 [72] 4 [16] 13 [52] 6 [24]

Lemon cake 19 [76] 10 [4] 20 [80] 13 [5]
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iving your new food 
products the right name is 
far more important than 
you might think. In fact, it 

can be a key aspect of success in the 
food and drink marketplace and this is 
as likely to be true in the bakery 
category as anywhere else.

My favourite real-world example of 
the power of naming to bias 
consumer behaviour has to be the 
Patagonian toothfish (Merluza Negra 
to give it its official name). This 
healthy, sustainable, and tasty 
monster from the deep has been on 
restaurant menus for decades, but 
sales never really took off. Not, that is, 
until some bright spark came up with 
the idea of changing the name to 
Chilean Sea Bass. As I am sure you’ll 
agree, the latter name just sounds 
oh-so-much more appealing. No 
wonder then that sales skyrocketed, 
increasing by more than 1,200% in 

the UK, US, Australia, and beyond.1

The importance of naming to setting 
our product expectations is part of 
why I have been so interested in the 
EU debate over the last few years 
about whether or not to legislate on 
the naming of vegetarian burgers and 
sausages. The suggestion was that 
only products containing meat should 
be able to use these names and 
instead the imitation version should 
be called vegetarian discs and tubes 
instead. Although the plan was 
eventually voted down, I bet that the 
consumer response would have been 
dramatically different even if the 
product itself was exactly the same.2

Research from canteens across the 
US has provided real-world evidence 
that the sale of vegetarian dishes can 
be increased significantly simply by 
describing the sensory properties, 
think ‘zingy twisted carrots’, rather 
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Spotted Dick

Fat Rascal

than ‘healthy and good for you 
carrots’. Sales increased by a not 
inconsiderable 29% compared to 
when healthy labels were used.3

There have been various moves afoot 
to rebrand a host of traditional dishes, 
whose original names are either 
potentially embarrassing or else open 
to misconstrual – think here only of 
Spotted Dick, Faggots, and Toad in 
the Hole.4 However, Fat Rascals 
(fancy scones from my childhood 
favourite Betty’s tearooms in Ilkley, 
UK) and Eton Mess, both traditional 
names here in the UK, might well be 
ripe for a rebrand (especially given 
how everyone from the Little Chef to 
the Michelin Man has been shedding 
the pounds over the years).5

Intriguingly, however, even specific 

speech sounds can influence us in 
ways that few if any of us are 
necessarily aware of. In some of our 
latest research, for instance, 
conducted together with colleagues 
over in Japan, we demonstrated that 
people rate the fictitious brand names 
of products containing phonemic 
sounds with higher frequencies (e.g., 
/f, s, i, e/) as being healthier than 
those containing lower frequency 
phonemes  (e.g., /b, d, g, o, u/).6 In 
other words, a product called Sinfen
sounds just that little bit healthier to 
people that one that is named 
Dongun. 

That being said, it nevertheless still 
remains to be seen whether such a 
sound symbolic approach to product 
naming is always powerful enough to 
exert a measurable effect over sales.7

Others, meanwhile, have suggested 
that sequences of consonantal 
articulations that lead the speaker’s 
mouth to make an inward movement, 
as when uttering the fictitious brand 
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“We may not ask for something we really like if we 
are unsure how to pronounce it.”

name ‘PASOKI’, that is similar to what 
we do when we ingest were rated as 
slightly, but significantly more 
palatable, than when the sequence of 
consonantal speech sounds are 
reversed instead (thus forcing the 
speaker’s mouth to imitate what 
happens when a food is ejected from 
the mouth; ‘KASOPI’).8

Another highly successful approach 
to naming is simply to give one’s 
product or brand a foreign-sounding 
name. My favourite in this regard has 
to be Haågen Dazs ice cream. This 

most exotic and sophisticated-
sounding brand is actually American, 
through and through, made 
nowadays by Pillsbury, who are based 
in Minneapolis. What would the 
equivalent be in the bakery category 
one might ask? Gregg’s or Gail’s 
which are currently amongst the most 
popular chains of bakery stores in the 
UK undoubtedly conveys a much 
more homely and unassuming 
connotation. 

One might even be tempted to 
believe that it was Gregg or Gail who 

made the bakery products you buy, at 
least when the brands started – 
though that isn’t true in the case of 
Gail’s.

One other issue to bear in mind here is 
pronounceability. Part of the success 
of many New World wine producers in 
recent decades stemmed from their 
decision to use names/brands for their 
wines that were both easy to 
pronounce and easy to remember. 
Think ‘Red Bicycle’ rather than
Eitelsbacher Karthäuserhofberg 
Riesling Kabinett, Piesporter 

Rademaker Academy
Quality in Knowledge 

Knowledge is power. When detailed know-
how about sheeting processes, production line 
operation and dough processing is lacking, 
problems affecting overall production costs and 
product quality might occur. In the Rademaker 
Academy, bakery knowledge is preserved 
and shared through education and training, 
enabling you to maximize the profitability of 
your bakery.

Specialists in food processing equipment

www.rademaker.com

https://www.rademaker.com
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Goldtröpfchen, or the Hungarian 
varietal, Cserszegi Fuszeres.9 What the 
marketers realized long ago is that we 
may not ask for something we really 
like if we are unsure how to pronounce 
it. I must admit that I feel much the 
same about millefeuille (given my poor 
schoolboy French). Note here also 
how while it may once have been 
fashionable to write the menus in 
French or some other foreign tongue 
at the finest establishments, 
nowadays that approach can all too 
easily seem outdated.10

Finally, naming can also play a very 
important role in helping the consumer 
to avoid ambiguity, or being misled by 
what they see. This may be especially 

important for those trying their hand at 
creating new fusion foods (as we saw 
in a previous issue), but also in the case 
where people may be misled by the 
visual appearance of a food or dish. 
Then again, sometimes the name can 
be used to cause a stir, this a popular 
approach at modernist/molecular 
restaurants like The Fat Duck – think 
only of their ‘Snail Porridge’ dish.

Both car and pharmaceutical 
companies pay a lot of attention to 
the science of naming when trying to 
come up with names for their latest 
products. They have realized that 
naming is as much a science as an art 
these days. Getting the name right is 
a key element underpinning the 

success of many a new product. And 
while it may not be here yet, it surely 
can’t be too long before those 
innovating in the bakery category 
take a leaf out of these other 
industry’s books and start developing 
names for their latest creations that 
are not only easy to pronounce, but 
also more-or-less subliminally help to 
set all the right expectations in the 
minds and not just mouths of their 
customers. 

While you are unlikely to repeat the 
1,200% sales increase seen in the 
case of Chilean seabass, there is 
nevertheless plenty of opportunity to 
help nudge the consumer toward 
making healthier food choices. 
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